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ABSTRACT: This article deals with the notion of honor and its role in today's military as an incentive in combat, but also as a check on the behavior on both the battlefield and in modern “operations other than war.” First, an outline will be given of what honor is and how it relates to traditional views on military courage. After that, the Roman honor-ethic, stating that honor is a necessary incentive for courageous behavior and that it is something worth dying for, is contrasted with today’s prevailing view which sees honor as something obsolete and archaic and not as a legitimate motive. The article then addresses the way honor continues to have a role in today's military, despite its diminishing role in society at large. Subsequently, the drawbacks of the military’s use of the honor ethic are addressed, focusing also on the current operation in Iraq. The final section tries to find a solution to these problems.

INTRODUCTION: HONOR IN THE MILITARY

Parallel to the renewed interest over the past two decades for virtues in ethics literature, in military ethics military virtues such as courage are now more in the spotlight than they used to be. In this context, often references are made to Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, where courage is defined as the middle position between rashness and cowardice, springing from the right attitude concerning feelings of confidence and fear in the pursuance of a morally just cause. This virtue is, Aristotle thought, especially needed in battle, and a brave man is someone who does not fear a noble death in war. This Aristotelian view lies at the heart of the idea of the citizen soldier, and is pivotal in many texts on military ethics. It has two elements: first, courage is, as the other virtues are, the mean between excess and deficiency. Second, courage should serve a noble end. This latter element has two problems.

To begin with, this ideal of making sacrifices for morally worthy goals, for instance freedom and democracy, might prove too steep. The decision to join the military is, according to some, to a considerable extent motivated by post-traditional reasons such as salary and the wish for adventure. More importantly,
some authors point out that, although the traditional military ethic underlines the importance of courage, the sense of community has dwindled and that the willingness to make sacrifices seems to be rather low.\(^5\) Similarly, in actual combat, patriotism and abstract ideals do not seem to be the motivating factor.\(^6\) A recent study into the combat motivation of U.S. soldiers during the first weeks of Operation Iraqi Freedom illustrates this: the researchers found that most soldiers in Iraq had enlisted for reasons belonging to the economic realm. During the period of the actual fighting soldiers fought for each other, not for abstract notions, including patriotism.\(^7\) It is probably a bit too optimistic then, to think that the global village will be the kind of community soldiers are willing to make sacrifices for.

The second problem is that military men and women actually have little to say about the causes they are fighting for. Even though Aristotle maintained, and most contemporary ethicists maintain, that courage should serve a morally just cause to deserve that predicate,\(^8\) in general, soldiers are instruments of politics, and do not necessarily subscribe to the causes they are fighting for. In fact, they do not have a say in what these causes are, nor do they want to have a say in such matters.\(^9\) In theory, it is and should be irrelevant to the professional soldier whether he fights to spread freedom and democracy, or for more base reasons such as oil or electoral success.\(^10\) The war in Iraq is a perfect example of why this is the case.

The invasion of Iraq by coalition troops has been legitimized in different ways (links between Al Qaeda and Saddam Hussein’s regime, weapons of mass destructions in Iraq, ending gross human rights violations, and bringing freedom and democracy to the Iraqi people), and has since become increasingly controversial. If soldiers were to be motivated by abstract causes, in this case this would mean that their motivation would depend on their opinion about the justness of this war and the feasibility of bringing democracy to a country without a democratic tradition, their belief in the reasons rendered subsequently, and their sensitivity to the critiques of George W. Bush’s policies. It would also mean that their motivation would decrease or disappear if some of the reasons rendered would prove to be false, as seems to be the case in Iraq.\(^11\)

Clearly, there is a discrepancy here; what military men ought to do according to their Aristotelian role, making sacrifices for morally just causes, is not always the same as what makes them tick, nor is it what should concern them according to what is considered to be normal civil-military relations, nowadays. In practice, armies have found a way to close this gap between theory and practice. Soldiers are induced to make sacrifices for the greater good, but for a motive that is not completely altruistic: an appeal is made to their sense of honor.

This somewhat archaic sounding notion of honor is best understood by contrasting it with the more modern notion of conscience. Especially in its modern understanding as an “inner voice,” conscience is more demanding than honor, presupposing moral autonomy (it might prompt someone to go against social norms); yet it lacks an external component. Honor, on the contrary, has an important external component as it concerns both the value that someone allocates to himself and the value others place on him.\(^12\) The “inauthentic” side of honor also
shows from the fact that honor often functions as a reward for making the right choice between higher interests and self-interest. In its ultimate form it might mean the choice between life and death. This view that courage, especially in the military, needs honor as a reward goes back to, at least, the Romans. Where the Greeks pondered on the ideal depth of the phalanx, the Romans addressed the question of what makes men fight. And although the more demanding notion of conscience clearly is on a par with the way most people see themselves, even today the older notion of honor is more useful for understanding today’s military because it is less demanding.

OLD AND NEW VIEWS ON HONOR-ETHICS

No one, the Romans thought, will risk his life for the greater good, unless there is honor to be earned. Marcus Tullius Cicero for instance, the best-known and most subtle representative of the Roman honor ethic, disagreed with both the Epicureans and the Stoics who tried to convince their fellow citizens that honor was not something worthwhile pursuing. According to the Epicureans peace, and peace of mind, were the two things to be valued in life. The competition for honor and glory was seen as endangering those very things. In Cicero’s view, however, Epicurean philosophy was mistaken in presenting men as essentially self-seeking. The Stoics were equally hostile to the notion of honor. Partly because of reasons put forward by the Epicureans, and partly because, in their eyes, any virtuous conduct that is undertaken in exchange for a reward, for instance honor or fame, is not virtuous at all. This was, in Cicero’s view, an impossible and even dangerously strict definition of virtue. It takes away the incentive for trying to be virtuous from those who may not be without faults, but mean well. Where Epicurean philosophy asks too little, Stoic philosophy asks too much.

Cicero thought that honor might provide a middle ground between Epicurean hedonism and Stoic strictness. In his view, soldiers, although far from selfish, cannot be expected to perform their duties from a sense of duty alone. Only the perfectly wise act virtuously for virtue's sake. However, those perfectly wise are rare—Cicero himself claimed that he had never met such a person. For the not so wise a little help from the outside, consisting of the judgments of peers and the concern for reputation, can be of help. No one is insensible enough to put up with the blame of others.

During the tumultuous era that followed the end of the Roman republic, Epicurean and Stoic views, promoting peace of mind as the highest good, would gain in popularity. This was not the end of the honor ethic, however; the notion of honor still played an important role in the code of chivalry in the Middle Ages, and in the Renaissance the rediscovery of classical thought gave honor another impulse. Nonetheless, the ethics of honor was about to become obsolete in Western thought to be replaced by two strands of thought stressing respectively utility and autonomy, somewhat resembling Epicureanism and Stoicism. Although in some aspects antithetical, both shared, like Epicureanism and Stoicism, an animosity towards the ideal of honor.
Halfway the seventeenth century, Thomas Hobbes’s “rival theory about the universality of self-interest” undermined the ethic of honor. This view proved so successful that two centuries later Alexis de Tocqueville noticed that people in his day and age saw only self-interested motives at work in their own behavior, even when it was clear that, according to de Tocqueville, more altruistic motives where at play. As far as honor still has a role in modern times it is the quiet virtues that are held in honor, at the expense of the “turbulent” ones that bring glory but also trouble to a society. Especially “martial valor is little esteemed.”

Our present-day understanding of ourselves is partly colored by this economic view, but for another part it follows the Stoic view. With the Stoics, we tend to think that people are to be virtuous from a love for virtue, not from a fear of losing face. Instead, we have put our faith in conscience: the dominant view is that we, contrary to our predecessors, live in a guilt culture, not a shame culture. Moral autonomy is the highest good and everything that falls short of this ideal is simply not good enough; the shift from a shame culture to a guilt culture is therefore generally seen as a moral improvement.

Similarly, “honor and chivalry seem to play only a small part in contemporary combat,” supposedly because “popular passion overcame aristocratic honor.” Should honor be mentioned, for instance in the well-known West Point credo “Duty, honor, country,” something else is meant: honor at West Point is synonymous with integrity. The cadet adheres to the West Point Honor code (a cadet will not lie, cheat, steal, or tolerate those who do) because he accepts it, not because he is concerned about what others might think of him when he breaches it. The West Point conception of honor is more demanding than the notion of honor as outlined above, more or less on the same plane as conscience, and presupposes moral autonomy. It sees honor as an internally felt duty, not as something with an important external component. A closer look, however, learns that the military might be one of honor’s strongholds in modernity.

**HONOR IN THE MILITARY**

It was the economic view which in many countries led to the All Volunteer Force that presumably did away with the citizen soldier; the type of soldier that came closest to true courage in Aristotle’s view. The adoption of an AVF meant that “the military was to be treated as any other occupation, competing with the civilian sector to attract adequate manpower and quality.” Being a soldier became an occupation instead of a calling, and self-interest became more important than identification with a higher good. Most authors, however, are “in agreement that utilitarian ethics don’t work well in the military setting.” Professional soldiers fight well against weaker opponents, but are the first to fly when the danger becomes too great, Aristotle already stated. Contrary to the citizen soldier, who prefers death to disgrace, the professional soldier attaches more value to his own safety than to his good name, he maintained. In reality, professional armies do not run away because, evidently, the professional soldier is not motivated by self-regarding motives alone. Treating soldiers and officers as if they are essentially...
self-seeking can, however, seriously hamper their effectiveness, as the U.S. Army experienced during the Vietnam War.\textsuperscript{30}

The ideology of moral autonomy, on the other hand, asks too much of military personnel. Lawrence Kohlberg’s influential model of moral development is paradigmatic for this way of thinking, and widely used by military ethicists. According to this three level (and six stage) model, people are egoistic and calculating at the preconventional level, the one thing keeping them from misbehaving being their fear of punishment. Once at the conventional level, they are also sensitive to peer pressure (at the first stage of this level) and the norms of society (at the second stage), and concerned about their reputation. Adherence to universal ethics is deemed the highest, postconventional or “principled” level.\textsuperscript{31}

The rare person that reaches this level seems to resemble the perfectly wise person Cicero claimed he never met—Kohlberg mentions Gandhi and Martin Luther King as examples. One recent military ethicist, echoing Cicero’s criticism of the Stoic philosophy, described Kohlberg’s model, with its emphasis on the morally autonomous individual, as “troublesome” in the military context.\textsuperscript{32} Inside the military, as is the case elsewhere, most individuals are stuck at the second, conventional level—but most soldiers probably function at the first stage of this level, and are most likely more inclined to conform to the norms of their peers than to the norms of society.\textsuperscript{33}

Already in 1724 Bernard Mandeville wrote in his \textit{Fable of the Bees} that the strongest motive for courageous behavior is the wish to avoid being considered a coward by fellow soldiers. If one might be tempted to flee if no witnesses are present, the presence of others makes flight virtually impossible.\textsuperscript{34} One makes a soldier courageous by inspiring him “with as much horror against shame, as nature has given him against death.”\textsuperscript{35} In \textit{An Enquiry into the Origin of Honour and the Usefulness of Christianity in War} from 1732, Mandeville stressed that the Christian ethics of his day, in his view comparable with the Stoic ethics of former times,\textsuperscript{36} was useless in war because it was incapable of motivating soldiers. In practice, every commander will take recourse to the opposite honor-ethic.\textsuperscript{37} The honor-ethic expects us to put high value on ourselves, while the Christian ethic demands humility. For most of us, the former comes easier than the latter. For that reason, pride has nowhere been more encouraged than in the army and “never anything had been invented before, that was half so effective to create artificial courage among military men.”\textsuperscript{38}

In Mandeville’s opinion, honor was something artificial which made soldiers forget their “real” interests,\textsuperscript{39} a chimera with some instrumental value at best.\textsuperscript{40} His texts are essential, because they combine the modern view of man as self-seeking and the classical preoccupation with honor, and his insight that honor can be used in an instrumental way received extensive empirical validation in the twentieth century. After World War II, a number of groundbreaking studies appeared, stating that abstract principles, such as freedom or democracy, do not play much of a role in motivating soldiers,\textsuperscript{41} and that talking about them is almost a taboo under those circumstances. Only 5 percent of the enlisted U.S. men in World War II named idealistic reasons (including patriotism) as incentives.\textsuperscript{42} If abstract notions do not do much to motivate, what does?
According to a famous study from this period, soldiers “do not aspire to a hero’s role, but they are equally unwilling that they should be considered the least worthy among those present . . . personal honor is the one thing valued more than life itself by the majority of men.”43 The soldiers described here were clearly at the conventional level: the attitude of troops caught and corrected on flight is “not unlike that of a small boy caught in the act of playing hooky.”44 When peer pressure crumbled because some fled, others were likely to follow.45 Research into the motivation of the Wehrmacht in World War II reached similar conclusions.46 A more recent study by the Israeli Defense Force showed that letting dependents, comrades, or the unit down was considered “the most frightening aspect of battle” by well over 40 percent of soldiers and officers.47

These seminal studies stressing the importance of cohesion are rather old, and their methodology and conclusions are increasingly debated.48 However, a new study by the U.S. Army Strategic Studies Institute, based on forty interviews, corroborated most of the findings of the earlier studies. Although after the outcome of the war ideological notions were mentioned more often as motivating, suggesting that soldiers were on one of the higher Kohlberg stages, soldiers clearly stated that during the days of combat they fought for each other, indicating that unit cohesion appeared to have been the primary source of combat motivation.49

**DRAWBACKS OF CONVENTIONAL ETHICS**

The studies into combat motivation in World War II have been very influential in the military, and are still taught at military academies around the world. Armed forces have adapted their internal organizations to profit from the findings that surfaced in this research,50 but have paid less attention to the drawbacks of the honor-ethic. Given their preoccupation with honor, shared by both the protagonists and antagonists of the honor-ethic, it is no small wonder that Roman philosophers did address most of these downsides.

One objection is that a courageous act undertaken for a reward hardly deserves to be called moral, and that the term sacrifice seems somewhat out of place in such a case.51 This is a point the Stoics put forward, which in turn was considered a bit too strict by Cicero. The Stoics also pointed to another drawback: what if there is no relation at all between honor and virtue? Most modern authors seem to share this concern that virtue and honor do not go hand in hand and hold that the distribution of honor, status, respect, and reputation is unfair, and that these good things are bestowed upon the wrong people.52 What was a concern for Cicero and an insight for Machiavelli, namely that reputation not always follows virtue, and that people can gain glory without deserving it, has today become a truism. A somewhat similar drawback is that honor can be reduced to a matter of “not being caught.” In that case, when no one is around, everything is permitted.53

Another possible objection concerns the morality of using a reward to induce people to put both their own existence, and that of others, at risk.54 Mandeville already pointed out that honor can be used in a manipulative way, putting pressure on soldiers to do something definitely not in their own interest. A commander motivated by a desire for fame might endanger both his men and his mission.55 On
an international level, Thucydides held that honor was one of the main reasons that made states go to war. Although here also the term itself has become slightly out-of-date, honor and reputation probably still play a role in today’s international relations. President Bush, for instance, “clearly linked honor and the need to redeem it through revenge” in his statements after the September 11 attacks.

However, the recent wars in Afghanistan and Iraq excluded, for most of the militaries in the Western world peacekeeping and humanitarian missions are becoming their core business. In these new operations we sometimes see that the group cohesion this peer pressure depends on, can lead to the kind of in-group favoritism that is dangerous to the people the military are supposed to protect. Special Forces, with stronger cohesion than regular units, are especially prone to this bias. Belgian paratroopers and Canadian airborne troopers seriously mistreated members of the local population when on a humanitarian mission in Somalia. One Belgian paratrooper urinated on the face of a dead Somali civilian, and two of his colleagues held a Somali civilian over an open fire. Both incidents took place in 1993. In that same year, Canadian airborne from 2 Commando, known for its strong in-group loyalty, tortured and murdered a Somali teenager that had tried to access the Canadian camp—and kept silent about it. Canada disbanded its elite airborne regiment because of this incident.

Today, it is becoming increasingly clear that troops in Iraq who are trained for combat, experience difficulties in adjusting to less aggressive ways of working needed to win “the hearts and minds” of local populations after major combat is over. It is likely that what was a factor contributing to the success of the troops during the initial phase, might hamper them now in stabilizing and rebuilding Iraq. Force protection seems to take precedent over the safety of the Iraqi population, and this might well be an unavoidable consequence of stressing unit cohesion, setting a premium on bonding over bridging. Changes in the U.S. army unit manning system that momentarily are being implemented under the name of Force Stabilization aim at further increasing group cohesion. This is in line with the old studies into combat motivation, and makes sense from a war winning perspective, but might be detrimental for the prospect of peace-building.

The incidents that have been reported by the media and organizations such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch are possibly not the consequence of a breakdown of disciple and cohesion, as has been suggested, but might well be a consequence of cohesion. The statement of a Navy corpsman, interviewed about his knowledge of Iraqi prisoners being mistreated by Marines, that “there was a lot of peer pressure to keep one’s mouth shut,” points in that direction. This would mean that those incidents are not the result of the military structure not working as it should, but, disturbingly, something built into the military apparatus when it works as it is supposed to work.

Ironically, the military’s dependence on honor has its downside in the lack of respect for the Iraqis’ sense of honor. In dealing with the local population, offensive behavior to the Iraqis’ dignity might sometimes be a result of ignorance of local sensitivities; in interrogating prisoners it is a deliberate tactic, based on the handbook assumption that Arab culture is a shame culture, and making use of supposed taboos on dogs, nudity and homosexuality. These injuries to the Iraqis’
personal and social honor are, evidently, humiliating to them, and it is likely that this strengthens both the insurgency and the terrorist groups the coalition troops are trying to fight.63

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THESE DRAWBACKS

As the older studies, the recent study into combat motivation in Iraq by the U.S. Army Strategic Studies Institute has been criticized for its poor methodology and statistics, but the main point of critique has been that this study ignores that, according to most research, social cohesion has no clear correlation with group performance. That soldiers in Iraq state that they fight for each other, is because that is what they heard during training. Task cohesion (group members share the same goal), however, does seem to correlate with group performance.64 If true, this would mean the military could do with less social cohesion, putting an end to some of the grimmer consequences of stressing this particular type of cohesion. This way out, however, in its turn overlooks that task cohesion can be of no more than limited use to the military because soldiers cannot be relied on to be driven by the ideals that inspired their political leaders. So, also in Iraq, honor, in its modern guise of social cohesion, had to do what task cohesion could not accomplish: motivating soldiers to deliver combat, even if the higher cause is unclear or disputed. Despite its evident drawbacks honor is something the military will not do without when fighting its wars.

However, the operations in Afghanistan and Iraq have moved to a phase in which stabilizing the country is more important than delivering combat. Under those circumstances maintaining group cohesion is important, but the harder question is how to address the drawbacks of the honor-ethic mentioned above. Some pragmatic solutions are at hand. First of all, Special Forces should be used for what they do best: special operations. Peace keeping and humanitarian operations should be left to other units. Second, military education should not only be aimed at group cohesion, but also at being able to develop relations with people outside their own group.65 Research into the behavior of U.S. military personnel in Somalia, suggested that non-homogeneous units, e.g., including women and ethnically divers individuals, often do a better job in this than homogeneous groups do.66 Although troops in Iraq might have benefited from this insight, the need for cohesion has in fact been used over the last decades as an argument for closing the military to, respectively, ethnic minorities, women, and homosexuals.

On a more fundamental plane, most philosophers of old deemed it necessary that honor was internalized: the actual presence of others is no longer needed, and the gaze of imaginary others suffices for honor to function. In addition, they distinguished between “true” and “false” honor. Cicero, for instance, held that “true” honor should serve the public cause, not some personal end. Today’s use of honor as a substitute for having to subscribe to the cause one is fighting for, as is the case in Iraq, makes it—from Cicero’s point of view—a form of “false” honor. Although this idea of “internalized” honor, serving a greater good, tackles most of the drawbacks of the honor ethic, it brings it also closer to Aristotle’s account of courage and even to the Stoics. It resembles the solution of the ethicist stating
that the moral education in the armed forces should aim at reaching a higher “Kohlbergean stage.”

One might wonder how realistic this is. On the other hand, even in the paradigmatic shame cultures like the heroic society as depicted by Homer, shame was to a certain degree internalized, and, writes Bernard Williams in his *On Shame and Necessity*, it is a silly mistake “to suppose that the reactions of shame depend simply on being found out.” Without shame being internalized the idea of a shame culture would make no sense, and although the internalized other is abstracted and generalized, “he is potentially somebody rather than nobody, and somebody other than me.” This somebody is not necessarily the one in closest geographical proximity, i.e., it is not the opinions of one’s neighbor that matter most. In the case of the military, the “significant other” should not only be the team member.

Michael Ignatieff, for instance, describes how the regimental honor of the Canadian armed forces was badly damaged for quite a while after the incidents in Somalia described above. This is not group cohesion in the small unit consisting of members who know each other well, but *esprit de corps*: the shared identity of those belonging to a larger unit consisting of people who do not interact with each other on a daily basis. *Esprit de corps* is used by the armed forces to counter the more inwardly directed group cohesion, and a code of conduct can be part of it, making the honor ethic less particularistic. Clearly, it is not only the honor in the small group that can work as a check, but also the honor of a regiment or of the armed forces as a whole.

The honor ethic itself might thus be part of the solution. Although it is “a slender hope” that what is an incentive in combat can function as a check in peacekeeping and humanitarian operations, it might be, by lack of more altruistic motives, our best bet. It only works, however, if the honor ethic consists of more than how the behavior will look in the eyes of the group members, and also has some substance in the form of a code, with do’s and don’ts. Although such a code makes the honor ethic more demanding, it is still much less demanding than an ethic based on abstract notions such as human rights and freedom and dignity.

**CONCLUSION**

The Stoics didn’t think much of honor, holding that people potentially love virtue, and should be able to act accordingly. Virtue should be its own reward, and honor is nothing but vanity and a source of turmoil and envy. This view of honor can be found in our ideals of autonomy and authenticity, and in the writings of some military ethicists. Others, some military policymakers among them, have a more economic view (slightly resembling Cicero’s account of Epicureanism) that is just as hostile to the notion of honor, and see man as essentially self-seeking. Those who, on the other hand, hold that honor has an important function reject this economic view, also do not believe that man has a natural tendency to act virtuously. Virtue is within reach of most people, but needs a reward. Although all three positions have been maintained at different times by different authors, the first two positions have gained ground.
The military traditionally depends on the willingness of some to make sacrifices for the security of others, but neither the ideology of moral autonomy nor the economic view of man is likely to install this willingness. Both give center stage to the individual. The military, however, is more collectivist, and somewhat at odds with the ethics of Western society at large in using honor as an incentive to create this willingness. Despite the military ethicist’s misgivings, both the training and organization are aimed at this goal. To understand the military it is therefore necessary to also take notions such as honor and shame into account. Not doing so also means not seeing the serious downsides that come with this conventional ethic that guides most of the military men and women, and that are especially troublesome in today’s missions that hardly resemble the wars of the past. The solution to these shortcomings lies not in abandoning the honor ethic, but has to be found within its framework.
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